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English Language Revision 

1. Parts of Speech 

Name the individual elements in this sentence (verb, noun, article, etc…) 

 

2. Nouns. 

What is the difference between these two groups of nouns?   

i. Students / XXXXXX XXXXXXX 

ii. Time / XXXXXX / evidence 
 

What do we call these letters that we place at the beginning and at the end of nouns? 

Regular   

iv. irregular   

v.  XXXXXXX 

 

3. Verbs 

What is the difference between these two groups of verbs?   

1. Study / studied / studied 

2. Go / went / gone 
 

What is a… 

3. Infinitive? 

4.  XXXXXX XXXXXXX 

5. Present Participle? 

6.  XXXXXX? 
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4. Pronunciation - Syllables and stress 

• A Syllable is a single unit of speech, either a whole word or one of the parts into which a 
word can be separated, usually containing a vowel. 

• Stress or accent is relative emphasis or prominence given to a certain syllable in a word. 
 

Important 
 

has 3 syllables and the stress is on the second syllable. It can be 
shown in a number of ways: 

/ɪmˈpɔː.tənt/ 
 

Im.POR.tant 
 

[ im-pawr-tnt ] 
 

oOo 
 

 
Show the stress patterns for these academic words 

definition ooOo v. XXXXXX   

i. analysis  vi. assessment  

ii.  XXXXXX   vii. XXXXXX  

iii. procedure  viii. significant  

iv. XXXXXX  ix. XXXXXX   

 

5. Punctuation 

Name these different punctuation symbols. 

The research was a success. full stop 

i. In addition, there are many…  
ii. Smith (2019) claims that…  

iii. Student X books.  
iv. Smith (2019) claims that XXXXXX XXXXXXX  
v. How did the financial crisis affect the UK?  

vi. This lecture was highly beneficial!  
vii. A XXXXXX XXXXXXX academic scholar.  

viii. UNIVERSITY.  
ix. The pro-life/pro-choice debate is an important issue.  
x. There is evidence of global warming  XXXXXX people 

disagree. 
 

xi. There is only one solution: reduce plastic.  
xii. XXXXXX a specialized agency concerned with health.  

 

6. Word choice 

What are these word choices called?  

i. Important: vital, urgent, essential, XXXXXX XXXXXXX  

ii. Important: small, little, unimportant, minor, irrelevant  
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English Language Revision ANSWERS 

1. Parts of Speech 

Name the individual elements in this sentence (verb, noun, article, etc…) 

 

2. Nouns. 

What is the difference between these two groups of nouns?   

iii. Students / university (regular) 

iv. Time / information / evidence (irregular) 
 

What do we call these letters that we place at the beginning and at the end of words? 

x. Regular / 1. irregular (prefix) / 2. Regularity (suffix) 
 

 

 

 
 

ALL ANSWERS IN PAID VERSION 

 

 

 

 

 

 


